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ABSTRACT
We consider a production quota buyout that is paid for by a consumption tax. If producers are paid the true value of the
quota via a consumption tax, the net producer gain is zero for the combined introduction and removal of quota (even
though the quota value is positive) since the net gain to producers when the quota was introduced is equal to the net loss
to producers when the production quota is removed. Therefore, the quota value does not measure the producer net gain
from both the introduction and removal of the production quota. The quota value merely represents the consumption tax
amount. This is also true if producers are paid (which is often the case) an inflated quota value that is more than the true
quota value.
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1. Introduction

2. Theoretical Model

Production quotas have been in existence for quite some
time. In the United States, for example, many production
quota programs were put into place in the 1930s. Since
then, several of these programs have been eliminated.
Examples include the US peanut and tobacco programs,
which ended in 2002 and 2004, respectively, through
government compensation to producers. Schmitz and
Schmitz ([1,2]) considered a case (i.e., US peanut program buyout) where compensation to producers was paid
for by monies from the US Treasury. They demonstrated
theoretically that a payment based on the true value of
the quota gave rise to the result that the value of quota
exactly equaled the net positive gain to producers when
the quota was introduced plus the net positive gain when
it is removed. However, this is not the case when compensation is paid for through a consumer tax (e.g., under
the tobacco program buyout, a tobacco tax was the
source for compensation). If producers are paid the true
value of the quota via a consumption tax, the net producer gain is zero (even though the quota value is positive) since the net gain to producers when the quota was
introduced is equal to the net loss to producers when the
production quota is removed. The quota value merely
reflects the consumption tax. We also show that if producers, as often is the case, are paid more than the true
quota value, the above result also holds.

2.1. Period I
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Consider Figure 1 where S is the supply schedule for
good x and D is demand. In the absence of a production
quota, the competitive price is p0 and the corresponding
output is q0. Suppose we introduce a quota on production
that restricts output to q1. The price increases from p0 to
p1. Using the theoretical constructs of welfare economics
(Just et al. [3]), under the quota, consumers pay a higher
price for the product which translates into a net cost to
consumers of (p1p0ja). The net producer gain from the
quota is (p1p0ja) – (bcj) which is smaller than the true
quota value (p1pxca). The net societal cost is (acj).

Figure 1. Production quota buyout: Inflated quota values.
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(p1p0gh) + (hgba) ‒ (bcj)

2.2. Period II
At the beginning of period II, the government announces
that it will terminate the production quota program by
compensating producers through a consumption tax (e.g.,
in the US tobacco quota buyout, unlike the US peanut
production quota buyout case, the payout to producers
for ending the tobacco program came about by means of
a tobacco tax). Our results show that the effects of the
buyout paid for by a consumption tax are very different
from those where the monies to pay for the buyout come
from the US Treasury (as in the case, for example, in the
US buyout of the peanut program). For the latter,
Schmitz and Schmitz ([2]) show that the true quota value
is exactly equal to the net positive producer gain from the
introduction of a quota plus the net positive producer
gain from its removal. This is no longer true when compensation is made through a consumer tax.
Given a quota q1, the true quota value totals (p1pxca).
If the government terminates the program from revenue
via a consumption tax of (p1pxca), the net producer gain
from removal of the production quota is zero, but the true
quota value is positive. This is because a production
quota subsidy is a consumer tax that producers collect
under a production quota scheme. In this case, the net
gain to producers over the two periods is the gain to
producers when the quota was introduced {(p1p0ba) –
(bcj)} plus the net loss when it is removed {(p1p0ba) –
(bcj)}, which totals zero. Thus, if producers are only paid
the true quota value, there is no incentive for them to
lobby for termination of the production quota program.
Often in production quota buyout cases, producers are
paid an amount in excess of the true quota value. In the
buyout of the US tobacco program, for example, quota
holders were paid two to three times more than the true
quota value (Womach [4]). Consider the case where a
payout is made for an inflated quota buyout (p2p*de) that
exceeds the true quota value (p1pxca). For a quota buyout
of (p2p*de), producers gain in Period II
{(p2p1he) ‒ (hdca)} + (p0p*dj)

In period II, producers gain
(p2p1he) ‒ (hgba) ‒ (gfbc) ‒ (fdc) + (pxp*df)
+ (fdc) + (p0pxfg) + (gfcb) + (bcj) ‒ (p2p*de)

(p1p0gh) + (p2p1he) + (pxp*df) + (p0pxfg)
‒ (p2p*de) = 0
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(4)
*

Therefore, the inflated quota value (p2p de) does not
equal the net producer gain over the two periods. The
quota value is merely the amount of the consumption tax
used to pay for the production quota buyout.
Why is this result different from Schmitz and Schmitz
([2]) where a buyout is paid for with money from the US
Treasury? In their case, the quota value is equal to the net
producer gains when the quota is introduced plus the net
gains when it is removed. The difference can be seen
below. In the Schmitz and Schmitz (2011) case, the net
producer gain over the two periods is positive
(p1p0gh) + (p2p1he) + (pxp*df) + (p0pxfg)

(5)

When the buyout is paid through a consumption tax,
producers lose the tax revenue when the program is terminated, whereas in the US Treasury buyout case, this is
not true because producers receive a consumption tax
equivalent check from the federal Treasury.

3. Conclusion
For producer quota buyouts, producers clearly prefer, for
equivalent quota values, to be compensated with monies
from the Treasury, rather than through a consumption tax.
This is true even when producers are paid an inflated
quota value.
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2.3. Overall Effect of the Buyout
We now show that the inflated quota value (p2p*de) is not
equal to the net gain to producers from the introduction
of the quota plus the net loss to producers when it is removed. The quota value is merely the amount of the
consumption tax used to pay for the production quota
buyout.
In period I, producers gain

(3)

After simplification, the net producer gain over both
periods equals

(1)

However, producers lose the consumption tax revenue
of (p2p*de) when the program is terminated and competitive equilibrium is restored.

(2)
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